
Disclaimer * The information, specifications, prices and colors mentioned on this page may vary and are subject to 
change without notice. Please contact customer service or visit the nearest showroom for availability and prices.







The most spacious 3rd-row space of its kind.

The optimal passive safety of its kind.

The most powerful 4WD system and its kind.



3D Panoramic aluminum sunroof size 1.9 meters

Innovative design,
Leading on the road



Ingenious Interior Opens 
Your Heart



Mobileye high-sensitivity camera with machine vision, developed by a research company with the 
world’s most advanced vision algorithm and driving aid system chip technology. its recognition ability 
is superior to human eyes and can master deep intelligent learning.















There are eight kinds of flexible seat layouts from 
3 to 8 seats for your choice 2+3+3

First-row 1025
Second-row 1005





Interior color



5005/1932/1875  
2950  
2+3+2  

2.0T Petrol   
165KW/225HP  

6 AT  
 2WD 4WD 4WD
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 Manual Auto Auto
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 Fabric leather leather

 Normal Pattern Normal Pattern Diamond Pattern
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 none Front electric sunroof Panoramic Sunroof

  

 Welcome Pedal(No Light) Welcome Pedal(No Light) Welcome Pedal(With Light)
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 4.2 inch 8 inch 8 inch

  
  

 - - -
  

 - - 
 - - 

length/width/height（mm）
Wheelbase（mm）

Drive mode
255/60/R18 （ ）
255/55/R19（Continental）
265/45/R21（Continental）
Reverse image
BSV(360°Panoramic image)

ESP+EBA(HAS、RMI、HDC)

Driver  and sub-driver airbag
Driver  and sub-driver front Row Side Airbag
Airbag Curtain

Reminder for driver of not fasterning the seatbelt
ISOFIX child seat interface

12-inch smart high-definition touch screen

Bluetooth
Radio+MP3+AUX+USB

With Mobile Wirless Charging

Leather Multi-functional  with heated Steering Wheel

Cruise control

Tailgate

Seat Material 

Driver seat 8 directional with electric adjustment 

Driver seat 8 directional with electric adjustment 

+ massage + ventilation + heating

Co-Driver seat 4 directional manual adjustment

Co-Driver seat 4 directional with electric adjustment 

Second row air conditioner outlet

Halogen lens headlight + halogen taillight

Front and rear fog lights

Sunroof

Welcome Pedal (With Light)

Electric rearview mirror with heating

Electric foldable rearview mirror with heating

Manual anti-glare inner rearview mirror

Automatic anti-glare inner rearview mirror

Grille




